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SIMULATOR IN-FLIGHT COCKPIT SETUP
BATT/GEN/AUX BATT………………………………………..On
Avionics Master ….…………………………………………….On
Probes Anti-Ice………………………………………………….On
Bleed Air Inflow…………………………………………….Norm
O2………………………………………………………………Normal
Altimeter……………………………………………………….29.92
TCAS………………………………………………………………….On
TAD……………………………………………………………………On
Gear/Flaps.………………………………………….…………….Up
Friction Lock…………………………………………….Adjusted
PCL………………………………………………..…Set (for 200 KIAS)
Seat and Rudder Pedals ………………………....Adjusted
Seat Safety Pin…………………….Removed and Stowed

SIMULATOR GROUND PROCEDURES CHECKLIST

Initial cockpit set up: Adjust seat height and rudder pedals;
Batt, Gen, Aux Batt on; Avionics master on; Bleed air inflow
Norm; O2 normal; TAD on; TCAS on

BEFORE TAXI
17. UFCP AND MFD’S
b. UHF………….……….………… Copy ATIS and Obtain Clearance
c. VHF COM………………………………………………. Set as Required
d. VOR…………………………………………………….... Set as Required
e. Transponder………………..……………………..….. SET, STANDBY
f. FMS………………………………………..…………….. Set as Required
g. Alt, G, Speed, Fuel flags….……...…………….. Set as Required
19. ALTIMETERS……..……____SET AND CHECKED TWICE (BOTH)
Call for TAXI
BEFORE TAKEOFF
3. FLAPS……………………………….….………………………………. TAKEOFF
4. TRIM……………………………….…………..…………….SET for TAKEOFF
11. SEAT SAFETY PIN……….….. REMOVED AND STOWED (BOTH)
12. ISS MODE SELECTOR…….……………….…. BOTH, ROGER BOTH
Call for TAKEOFF
LINEUP CHECKLIST
1. EXTERIOR LIGHTS ……...…….………..……………………..…………. ON
2. TRANSPONDER ……………………….…..………………………ALTITUDE
3. PROBES ANTI-ICE SWITCH ……….…………..……….………..…… ON
4. NOSE WHEEL STEERING ………………….……..……….………….. OFF
5. EICAS DISPLAY …………….…………….…………… CHECKED (BOTH)
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AIR FORCE TO 1T-6B-1
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SCOPE
This manual contains the necessary information for safe and
efficient operation of the aircraft. These instructions provide
a general knowledge of the aircraft, its characteristics, and
specific normal and emergency procedures. Instructions in
this manual are prepared to be understandable by the least
experienced crewmember that can be expected to operate the
aircraft.

SOUND JUDGEMENT
This manual provides the best possible operating instructions
under most circumstances, but it is not a substitute for sound
judgement. Multiple emergencies, adverse weather, terrain,
etc. may require modification of the procedures.

PERMISSIBLE OPERATIONS
The flight manual takes a positive approach and normally
states only what can be done. Unusual operations or configurations are prohibited unless specifically covered herein.
Clearance from the using command must be obtained before
any questionable operation, which is not specifically permitted in this manual, is attempted.

HOW TO BE ASSURED OF HAVING
LATEST DATA
Refer to https://www.toindex-s.wpafb.af.mil/the Data Management section for a listing of all current flight manuals,
safety supplements, operational supplements, and checklists.
Also, check the flight manual cover page, the title block of
each safety and operational supplement, and all status pages
attached to formal safety and operational supplements. Clear
up all discrepancies before flight.

ii

ARRANGEMENT
The manual is divided into eight fairly independent sections
to simplify reading it straight through or using it as a reference manual.

SAFETY SUPPLEMENTS
Information involving safety will be promptly forwarded in a
safety supplement. Urgent information is published in
interim safety supplements and transmitted by defense message system (DMS). Formal supplements are mailed. The
supplement title block and status page (published with formal supplements only) should be checked to determine the
supplement’s effect on the manual and other outstanding
supplements.

OPERATIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
Information involving changes to operating procedures will
be forwarded by operational supplements. The procedure for
handling operational supplements is the same as for safety
supplements.

CHECKLISTS
The flight manual contains itemized procedures with necessary amplifications. The checklist contains itemized procedures without the amplification. Primary line items in the
flight manual and checklist are identical. If a formal safety or
operational supplement affects the checklist, the affected
checklist page will be attached to the supplement. The
checklist page should be cut out and inserted in case the supplement is rescinded and the page is needed.
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Common Errors
Over correcting or rushing into an emergency procedure prior to stabilizing the aircraft in
straight and level flight on the BFI.
509. GCA MANEUVER
General
In addition to developing basic airwork scan and trim skills, the GCA maneuver incorporates
many of the basic skill sets required during execution of a Radar Ground Controlled Approach
(GCA).
Procedure
1.
Establish the aircraft at 200 KIAS, clean, on a cardinal heading and base altitude to
simulate the radar downwind.
2.
Make a SRT (not to exceed 30°AOB), in either direction for 90º of heading change while
maintaining altitude. Lead the rollout using the one-third rule.
3.
Slow towards 150 KIAS by reducing power to 15% torque. With the power reduction,
anticipate the need for slight left rudder. As speed decreases, trim right rudder and up
elevator to relieve control pressures required for level flight. Stabilize at 150 KIAS, power as
required (approximately 33%).
4. Make a SRT (not to exceed 30°AOB), in the same direction as the previous turn for 90º
of heading change. Lead the rollout using the one-third rule.
5. Maintaining heading and altitude, transition to the Basic Approach Configuration
(BAC):

5-12

a.

Reduce power to 15% torque (anticipate slight left rudder pressure to
compensate for the power reduction).

b.

Check airspeed below 150 KIAS, lower the landing gear and set the flaps to
take-off (T/O). As the flaps are lowered, the aircraft will have the tendency to
gain altitude. To compensate for this added lift, pitch slightly nose down in
order to maintain level flight. As the airspeed slows, trim right rudder and up
elevator as required to relieve control pressures and to maintain heading and
altitude.

c.

Perform the Before Landing Checklist.

d.

Maintain 120 KIAS. Adjust power as required (approximately 42% torque).
Re-trim as required.
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6.
Stabilize momentarily, then reduce power to approximately 24% torque, allow the nose
to fall in order to maintain 120 KIAS, and descend for 2000 feet. Establish a 600 FPM rate of
descent on the VSI by adjusting power. Remember, nose controls airspeed, power controls
rate of descent. Re-trim.
7.

During the descent, the instructor will give heading changes of 3° to 10°.

8.

After 2000’ of descent, execute a Missed Approach:
a.

Advance power to MAX, (anticipate the need for right rudder pressure for
power addition).

b.

Simultaneously raise the nose of the aircraft to 10-15° nose-high.

c.

Check for a positive rate of climb on the VSI and the altimeter. Report “Two
positive rates, gear” then raise the gear.

d.

Check airspeed above 110 KIAS and report, “Above 110, flaps” then raise the flaps.
When gear and flaps are completely retracted report “Gear and flaps up at
kts”
(prior to 150 KIAS).

9.
Set 8-10° nose high and accelerate towards 180 KIAS while climbing for 2000’ on the
last assigned heading. Re-trim.
10. Approximately 200’ prior to level-off, commence a transition to 200 KIAS cruise.
Maneuver is complete when the aircraft is back at the original altitude, at 200 KIAS, and on last
assigned heading.
Common Errors
1.

Not coordinating power and nose to obtain 120 KIAS and 600 FPM in the descent.

2.

Over rotating the nose on the Missed Approach.

3.

Slow to raise gear and flaps on missed approach, resulting in over-speed.

4.

Lack of rudder trim, leading to loss of heading control.
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Figure 5-2 GCA Pattern
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Use nose attitude as required to control the airspeed.

4.
Approximately 50’ prior to level off reduce power to 33% while simultaneously lowering
the nose to 3.5 degrees nose high, anticipating a small amount of left rudder for the power
reduction.
NOTE
Nose attitude is primarily used to control airspeed during climbs
and descents, however, with a given power setting changes in pitch
will also impact (VSI) vertical speed.
Common Errors
1.

Loss of heading control due to poor rudder trim.

2.

Over controlling nose inputs during corrections for airspeed.

506. VERTICAL S-1 PATTERN
General
Maintain heading and airspeed throughout a series of constant rate descents and climbs.
Description
This pattern is flown at 150 KIAS and on any numbered or cardinal heading. It consists of a
timed 1000 FPM descent for 1000 feet, followed by a timed 1000 FPM climb for 1000 feet.
This series (descent and climb) is performed twice.
Procedure
1.
Establish the aircraft in a clean configuration at 150 KIAS on any numbered or cardinal
heading.
2.
Three seconds prior to “00” seconds on the clock, reduce the Power to approximately
15%, (anticipate the need for left rudder due to power reduction) while simultaneously
lowering the nose Attitude to approximately 0º. Re-Trim.
3.

After each 250’ of altitude change, crosscheck the clock for 15 seconds of elapsed time.

4. Adjust nose attitude to maintain 150 KIAS. Use power to adjust rate of descent as
required.

5-8
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NOTE
With airspeed held constant, an increase in power will reduce the
rate of descent and a decrease in power will increase the rate of
descent. Keep in mind that while we use nose attitude to control
airspeed and power to control rate of descent, changes to one has
an effect on the other.
POWER + ATTITUDE = PERFORMANCE
5.
Three seconds prior to the end of one minute or 50’ prior to the end of the 1000 foot
descent (whichever occurs first), add Power to approximately 55% torque (anticipate the need
for right rudder for power addition) while simultaneously raising the nose Attitude to
approximately 6º nose up. Re-Trim.
6.

After each 250’ of altitude change, crosscheck the clock for 15 seconds of elapsed time.

7. Adjust nose attitude to maintain 150 KIAS. Use power to adjust rate of climb as
required.
NOTE
With airspeed held constant, a decrease in power will reduce the
rate of climb and an increase in power will increase the rate of
climb. Keep in mind that while we use nose attitude to control
airspeed and power to control rate of climb, changes to one has an
effect on the other.
POWER + ATTITUDE = PERFORMANCE
8.
The transition to the second descent is made three seconds prior to the end of one minute
or 50 feet prior to the end of the 1000 foot climb, whichever comes first. The procedures for
the second descent and climb are the same as noted above.
9.
Approximately 50 feet prior to the end of the second (and final) climb, transition to level
flight at 150 KIAS on the original altitude (regardless of rate).
Common Errors
1.

Loss of heading control due to lack of rudder trim.

2.

Slow or incorrectly setting required power during transitions and corrections.

3.

Improper use of power or nose attitude during rate/airspeed corrections.

4.

Improper rate analysis (confusing ahead with behind) resulting in improper correction.
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GCA MANEUVER
Missed
approach
path

• The GCA Maneuver
(Ground Controlled Approach)
employs all the basic airwork
skills required to conduct a
Precision Instrument Approach
while being vectored into
position to land by a radar
controller.
• Commonly referred to as a
PAR Approach
(Precision Approach Radar)

Runway
Downwind

Final
Base leg

